engage in the search of vacancies for the Ukrainian citizens in foreign countries and accompaniment of potential migrants from their informing of possibilities of receipt of workplace abroad to controlling of departure and arrangement in the country of appendix of labor.

6. To enter the systems of regular selective surveys of population for finding out of quantitative and quality descriptions of labor migration.

7. To activate realization of scientific researches of migratory problems on interdisciplinary basis.
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HOW TO BECOME POLICE OFFICER IN FINLAND

It's not that easy to become a police officer in Finland. The level of training is very high, and not everyone is lucky enough to achieve their dream of working in law enforcement agencies.

We want to start our report with a few facts about Finland.
The capital of Finland-Helsinki;
Population of Finland -5.5 m;
Finland occupies the eighth largest area in Europe;
Finland is a member of the United Nations since 1955;
Finland is a member of the EU since 1995.
There aren’t a lot of police officers in Finland - only 7200 people.
To maintain safety, the police work in partnership with other authorities, and local organizations and residents. The police will also perform such other duties as are separately provided for them by law, and provide anyone with assistance if it falls within their area of responsibility.

By maintaining public order and safety, the police seek to combat and prevent disturbances and violations of the law. If a disturbance has taken place, the police will seek to deal with it and investigate any offences. The efforts to ensure traffic safety are a part of the police’s work in maintaining public order and safety.

In partnership with other organizations, the police will draw up security plans, which improve everyday safety, reduce and prevent crime and disturbances and contribute towards the creation of a safe and comfortable local environment.

Every year, the police issue approximately 900,000 permits and licenses, mainly passports, firearms permits, and identity cards.

The training of future officers is difficult, and not everyone will be able to pass it. Therefore, the selection runs rigidly. The total number of points you can get in the exams is 100. Only 20 of you can get for physical qualities. Therefore physical force is not enough, you should also be clever and comprehensively developed.

To study in Police University you should have:
Driver license category B;
Citizenship of Finland;
Be healthy;
Be honest with yourself and the people;
Pass exams after school;
Pass the entrance exams.

During the training, the police work in team so they have high skill of work in pairs, do their work in an emergency, take responsibility for their actions, develop physical level, learn how to ride boats, motorcycles and snowmobiles.

The training proceeds in two stages. First of all you need to graduate from college and then university.

The college has everything necessary for quality education and all the needs of the students:
Main building;
Police Museum;
Sports hall;
Practice area;
Command training center;
Accommodation;
Police dog training center;
Driver training center.

In the Police dog training center, dogs are taught not only to prevent attack and detention, but also to detect narcotic substances and explosive devices.

The college level allows it to function as a full-fledged police station in emergencies.

In our opinion, the level of training in Finland, as in other European countries, is slightly higher than in Ukraine. Therefore, we need to improve our learning process to achieve greater success. And take experience in more developed countries.
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SCANDINAVIAN MODEL IN THE ACTIVITIES OF THE NATIONAL POLICE OF UKRAINE

Scandinavian approach is directed to the protection of public order and the establishment of dialogue with police officers. With the support of the international community, the National Police of Ukraine (NPU) plans to introduce a new "philosophy" of police activity throughout the country during mass events such as music festivals, sports competitions and demonstrations.